Advanced safety support
As you know, it is essential to take care of small details to protect your
employees in dangerous environments. How can you be certain that
your employees are completely protected? RPB®’s safety essentials
range takes care of the details, and are ideal for use in conjunction
with our respiratory equipment, ensuring your employees are safe,
comfortable and productive.

DO-RAG
The RPB® Do-rag is made from
breathable cotton fabric, and features
a sweat band to keep sweat out of the
operators eyes when wearing a respirator.

SAFETY GLASSES

LEATHER GLOVES

The RPB® Safety Glasses advance your safety and increase your productivity
as they are protective, comfortable, cost effective and reliable.

The RPB® 07-701 Leather Gloves are made
from premium quality leather with Kevlar
stitching for durability. They feature a
double layer palm and an extra leather strip
on the outside for additional protection.
The lining is soft and comfortable.

Three different styles are available, each with either clear or smoked lenses.
RPB® 18-221 SAFETY GLASSES
9 Base lens provides wrap around protection
Rimless to reduce the weight and
increase vision
Anti-scratch coating
Meets ANSI Z87.1-2010 eye protection
Metal free

HEAD SOCK
The RPB® 05-601 Head Socks provide
protection from overspray and fit
comfortably. Available in packs of 10.
One size fits all.
RPB® 18-241 SAFETY GLASSES
All features of the 18-221 plus:
Soft temple grips

S100 EAR PLUGS
RPB® 18-261 SAFETY GLASSES
All features of the 18-241 plus:
Ventilated and adjustable nose pad
Side arm grips
Unobtrusive side frame to
maximise peripheral vision

The RPB® S100 Ear Plugs are
manufactured from soft, quality
foam. They feature the comfortable
“bell” shape. NRR 32 Decibels.

Also available from the RPB® product range:

RPB® NOVA 3®

RPB® Z3™ WELDER

RPB® GX4 GAS MONITOR™

It is paramount that your blasters have
the best equipment to obtain maximum
productivity. How can you increase
productivity and advance your safety?

Safety in the welding industry is
paramount, and industry standards are
demanding. How can you have peace of
mind that your employees have first class
protection that meets safety standards?

As you know, dangerous levels of toxic
gases can cause fatal injury or death.
How can you have complete confidence
that the air you and your employees
breathe is safe?

The RPB® Z3™ Welder is the solution, as its
features surpass even the most rigorous
industry standards and your employees
will be safe and comfortable. Combining
respiratory protection with breakthrough
optical technology, the RPB® Z3™ Welder
creates a comfortable working environment
for welding professionals.

Your solution is the RPB® GX4™, an
intelligent gas monitor that has the
ability to detect up to 4 gases,
giving you peace of mind.

The RPB® Nova 3™ is an advance on
the RPB® Nova 2000™ in comfort and
functionality. It can also be customized
to suit individual needs, further enhancing
employees’ performance. It meets
worldwide safety standards worldwide
including NIOSH, ANSI Z87.1 -2010+,
ANSIZ89.1 -2012 Type 1.

Contact your local RPB distributor now:

